Veichi Announces a Wide Range of AC Drives to the Global Market
The press release tells that Veichi announces high quality and high stability variable frequency drives.
Online PR News â€“ 17-May-2016 â€“ As the overseas sale marketers of Veichi Electric have just come back
from the Hannover Messe 2016, there are many customers show great interest of Veichi variable frequency
drives such as its classic models AC70, AC80C, AC60Q, AC100 and so forth. Recently, Veichi Electric
announces the AC100 series variable frequency drives to the global market with high stability and product
quality. Different from other general purpose VFD drives, the AC100 series will develop variable frequency
drives for special purposes.
Â
"In order to meet the customer requirements of different industry, special purpose VFD drive is our future
development direction" said by Engineer Mo, the Research and Development Manager of Veichi Electric. "As
the special frequency inverters can be developed according to the practical application requirements of a
specific industry, so the process control accuracy will be more outstanding than other general purpose
VFDs."
Â
Since the announcement of Veichi AC100-K air compressor inverter and AC100-YK frequency inverter for
screw press machine, the two models have attracted much attention in the electrical industry. Because of the
precise process control, fast response speed, obvious energy saving effect and reliable product quality, the
two models have already been applied in countless air compressors and screw press machines. AC100
series is another new leaping development of Veichi Electric after the release of AC90, AC80, AC70 and
AC60 series. As the R&D department manager said, Veichi Electric will invest more money in the
development of variable frequency drives.
Â
Key Features of Veichi Variable Frequency Drives
1. Control algorithms: V/F control, sensorless vector control, tension control and more advanced technical
control algorithms.
2. Excellent working performance: the VFD drives of Veichi are well-known for its great quality and high
reliability that it has a long trouble-free service life. Besides, the VFDs are of fast response speed and
accurate control.
3. Protection functions: the VFD drives are developed with a wide range of protections such as overload,
phase missing, short circuit and more.
4. User-friendly: the control panel is easy with clear buttons that users can operate it without any difficulty.
Besides, it has a detailed user manual and it offers timely technical support.
5. Professional design: according to different application conditions, the variable frequency drives will be
designed accordingly in order to suit the application environment.
6. Wholesale price: as Veichi has already ranked as the top 3 manufacturers and suppliers of VFD drives in
China, now it is extending the overseas sales market. For orders of large quantity, wholesale price is offered
to its customers.
Please learn more information about Veichi VFDs, please visit:
http://www.veichi.org/variable-frequency-drives.html.
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About Veichi Electric
Veichi is a high-tech enterprise in China which manufactures and supplies industrial automation products
such as variable frequency drives, programmable logic controller, human machine interface, servo drive,
servo motor, solar water pump inverter and more products. As one of the top 3 electric corporations in China,
the sales volume of Veichi has increased rapidly every year. To learn more about Veichi such as the video
show, photo albums and etc, please go to: www.veichi.org.
Â
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